Welcome to the IETF!
The light at the end of the tunnel is not a
train….
Mike StJohns
Pre-Meeting Info
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Scope of This Presentation
Information to help you prepare before you get to your
first IETF
NOT the history of the IETF
Instead see: The Tao of the IETF (listed later)
Or buy one of the long-term participants a beer!

NOT “How to write a standard“
Instead see: https://www.rfc-editor.org – For Authors

NOT “Meeting Etiquette”
Come to the newcomer’s brief for those details
Where a meeting number is mentioned in a URL, substitute the current meeting’s
number to get the current URL
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Outline
The IETF
IETF vs. Other SDOs & IETF Culture
The IETF Meeting
Working Group vs. Birds of a Feather (BOF)
IRTF
Who’s Who?
Useful Documents & Tools
Other Resources
Networking & Jabber
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The IETF
Organized activity of the Internet Society
Develops and maintains standards for technologies
used to provide Internet service or to provide
services over the Internet
A voluntary Standards Development Organization
Consists of !many! Working Groups
Organized by Areas: Applications and Real Time, General, Internet,
Operations and Management, Routing, Security and Transport

Most standards work is done by the Working Groups
Lots more details – not immediately important to your
meeting attendance.
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IETF vs. Other Standard Development
Organizations
IETF
No formal voting; Self-selected individual participants;
No formal government role; Market-based adoption;
Focused on Internet technologies; Bottom-up

Traditional SDOs
Formal voting, National members or organizational members
– rarely individuals; Sometimes treaty-based; Sometimes
legally mandated adoption; Wide range of technical,
process & physical standards; Often top-down
If you’ve been involved in other SDOs,
be prepared to manage your culture
shock when dealing with the IETF!
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IETF “Culture”
The IETF is not a traditional SDO
Informal dress and attitude is the norm
We can and have cut the ties off of the necks of the unwary!

Smart and opinionated participants
Self-selected for technical, not necessarily people, skills

A few can be quite blunt
Generally do not mean to be rude (some exceptions)
But most IETF participants are welcoming

Like every other long-established organization, the IETF
has a culture. You may need to adapt to the IETF
culture - the IETF culture will NOT adapt to you
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The IETF Meeting
Gathering of IETF Participants 3x per year - ~1000-1500/
meeting
Organized events include:
Working Group Sessions - ~130 working groups
Birds of a Feather Sessions - varies
IRTF Sessions - ~7
Area-Wide Sessions
IETF-Wide Plenaries (Hosted by the IAB, IESG and IAOC)
Tutorials & Lunch Sessions
Social Events
Hackathons, Code Sprints & Related Activities
Non-public Business Meetings (e.g. IAB, IESG, IAOC, NOMCOM)
EXCEPT FOR NON-PUBLIC MEETINGS, ALL SESSIONS ARE
OPEN TO ALL PARTICIPANTS
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The IETF Meeting (cont’d)
Disorganized events include:
Hallway meetings
Bar BOFs
Marathon Editing Sessions

“The Agenda is your friend” -

https://datatracker.ietf.org/meeting/100/agenda.html
https://tools.ietf.org/agenda/100/
(substitute meeting number for 100)

The App is your friend! Find the free
IETF Meeting app in both the Google
and Apple stores. Use it!
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The Pointy End of the Stick:
IETF Areas
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A Working Group Session
WGs only meet for a few hours at an IETF meeting
Often only specific unresolved issues are discussed at
meetings
Read the I-Ds and mailing list before the session
NOT Tutorials
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Working Group vs. BOF
Working Group
•
•
•
•
•
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Where the main work of the IETF
takes place
F2F ideally focused on key issues
Has an agreed work plan and
schedule
Lives on between IETF Meetings
Often preceded by (usually one)
Birds of a Feather session

Birds of a Feather
(BOF)
•
•
•

•

Often precedes formation of a WG
Sometimes a one-shot to discuss or
present information on timely topic
Group of people interested in topic
convince an AD that an idea is worth
exploring
BOFs generally meet only once

IRTF Sessions
The Internet Research Task Force meets at the same
time and place as the IETF
Investigates more “researchy” topics than IETF (i.e.,
Delay-Tolerant Networking investigated
interplanetary internetworking)
Meetings are open to all attendees as observers, but
some have closed membership
May be of interest to newcomers as some sessions
are somewhat tutorial – no guarantees though!
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Who’s Who – Decoding the Dots
IAB member (red)

IRSG member (pink)

IESG member (yellow)

RFC Series Editor

Working Group chair (blue)
nomcom (orange)
Local host (green)

OMBUDSMAN

IAB – Internet Architecture Board
IESG – Internet Engineering Steering Group
IRSG – Internet Research Steering Group
IAOC – IETF Administrative Oversight Committee
Nomcom – Nominations Committee

IAOC member (purple)
IETFer specifically happy to help
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Useful Documents
The Tao of the IETF – “Everything you always wanted
to know about the IETF, but were afraid to ask”
https://www.ietf.org/tao.html

The meeting Wiki –

https://www.ietf.org/registration/MeetingWiki/wiki/ietf100
VERY USEFUL – Contains Arrival and Departure “buddy” page

The EDU tutorials –
https://ietf.org/edu/tutorials.html
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Useful Documents (Cont’d)
The list of mailing lists –
https://www.ietf.org/meeting/email-list.html

First-time attendees mailing list –
https://www.ietf.org/mailman/listinfo/100-newcomers

Network Information –
https://tickets.meeting.ietf.org/wiki/IETF100network

(And a slide to follow)
Jabber –
https://www.ietf.org/jabber/index.html
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Other Resources
Newcomers Page –
https://www.ietf.org/newcomers.html
Contains videos of previous Newcomers briefings

Mentoring
https://www.ietf.org/resources/mentoring-program.html

Companions Program –
https://www.ietf.org/meeting/companion-program.html

IETF 99 Newcomer’s Brief
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hc3hPUhQ0cg

IRTF Overview
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvESe7n03T0
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Getting Started
Networking and Jabber
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Networking
The IETF runs its own network, and generally takes over the
conference hotel’s wired and wireless network for the duration
Generally up by early Saturday and down around noon on Friday
There are a number of wireless SSIDs available (mostly with
variations of ietf in the name)
- Avoid ietf-legacy if possible. It is unencrypted (enough said...)
Secure networks use userid: “ietf” and password “ietf”
There’s also a terminal room with no terminals, but with printers
and wired connectivity – AND PEOPLE WHO CAN HELP!
All you ever wanted to know and more is available at:
https://tickets.meeting.ietf.org/wiki/IETF<number>network
e.g. http://tickets,meeting.ietf.org/wiki/IETF100network
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Jabber
The IETF uses eXtensible Messaging and Presence
Protocol (XMPP) to host a number of chat rooms
during the IETF meeting.
Step 1: Get a client:
http://xmpp.org/software/clients.html
Step 2: Register an account: https://list.jabber.at/
Step 3: Join a chat room: (usually is ->)
<wgname>@jabber.ietf.org
Used to ask questions and provide a hint of where the
discussion is at on slides for audio remote listeners.
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